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Tossups
1 . He was a member of the Paris Commune in 1790 and was administrator of the
departement of Paris in 1791. He claimed responsibility for the overthrow of the French
monarchy on August 10, 1792, and he became the first president of the Committee of
Public Safety. FTP, give the name of this revolutionary who was arrested on March 29,
1794 for his moderate politics and whose last words were, "Show my head to the
people; it is worth the trouble."
Ans: George Jacques Danton
2. Dirk, Pratt, and Lerxst, as they are nicknamed, did not form the original lineup of this
band; the original drummer, John Rutsey, left after their self-titled debut album. His
replacement, now an award-winning percussionist and teacher, became the new
lyricist for the band. Many of his early lyrics focused on science fiction and science fact
themes, resulting in songs like "Jacob's Ladder" and their breakthrough piece, "2112."
FTP, name this band, now on tour in support of their latest album, Test for Echo.
Ans: Rush
3. In Japan when they die, they get a headstone and cross; in America, they sprout
wings and return to their home planet. They like sandwiches, and if you don't pay
attention to them every four or five hours, they die, but you can reset them via a button
on the back. FTP, identify these artificial pets recently introduced into the United States
whose name is Japanese for "cute, little eggs."
Ans: Tamagotchis
4. Examples include naphthalene and furan. They must be planar, with one or more
rings, which mayor may not be hexagonal. The number of pi electrons in at least one
of the rings or groups of rings must be equal to 4n+2 where n is a non-negative
integer. This gives the rings remarkable stability due to delocalization of the pi
electrons. FTP, name this broad class of organic compounds, the most famous
example of which is benzene.
Ans: aromatic compounds (accept aromaticity)
5. Their name appears to derive from the Arabic term for WOOl, referring to the woolen
mantle worn by them. One of the first members of this religious community was Hasan
al-Basri, an ascetic concerned with Judgment Day. FTP, identify this mystic sect of
Islam whose members include the Dervishes.
Ans: Sufis
6. In Marxist theory it is an product of labor alienated from both its producer and
consumer. In anthropology it is a charm believed to have magical or spiritual
properties. FTP, identify this term which in psychology refers to an erotic attachment to
an inanimate object or a usually asexual part of the body.
Ans: fetish
7. The idea for the work came to the author while in the service of Francesco Maria
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Ans: The Book of the Courtier

e: As a yeung man, hG ran for pGHtic8J office in Italy as a candkiate ofthB Fascist party.
~10~~;e\ler, the career for \:vhich he became famous began' in BrazH as cor.~uctor of the
Rio de Janeiro v·para. He later Vvant on -to 'corrduct the premiers of Leoncava!}~'s
PagHacci and Puccini's La Boeheme before becoming music director at La Scala and,
latei, conductor of the NBC Symphony,whicti was formed for him. FTP, nam'@th1s
Italian conductor 'Nho pr~~eded Leonard Bernstein as conductOi of the New York
0

PhHharmon·ic.
Ans: Arturo Toscanini
9. After a successful career at the University of Louisville, he failed in a tryout with the
Pittsburgh Steelers and was forced top!ay a y-earof semiprofessional baH. However,
he went on to !ead his team to four championships, including the 1971 Super Bowl
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name thts man who played a remarkable 17 seasons 'Nith the Baltimore Colts.
Ans: Johnny Unitas
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1 O. It began in the 17208 ~Nith Theodore Frelinghuysen in the middle colonies. In the
early 1305 it spread to New -England, and by the iate '405, into the south. Many of the
preachers involved in it used fear of the consequences of sin to regain the fal!en, such
as with Jonathan Edwards' sermon "Sinners In the Hands of an Angry God." FTP,
identify this religious revival that occurred in the 18th century in the American colonies.

Ans: The Great Awakening
1 1. Robert Michels divised one on Oligarchy which stated that government by the few
is inevitable when contra! is required due to c.onflict in the society and that even in a
democracy, elitism follows from leadership. FTP, identify this term, of which the
economic one on wages states that due to surplus unemployment, 'Nages inevitably
settle at near the subsistence level.
Ans: Iron Law
1 2. This former Israeli army chief, who once commanded Netanyahu, has vowed to
continue Rabin's struggle for peace. He joined Rabinls cabinet in 1995 as interior
minister and was elevated to foreign minister when Peres took the reigns. He recently
succeeded Shimon Peres as the leader of Israel's Labor party, winning the election by
a landslide. For ten pOints, name him.
Ans: Ehud Barak
1 3. The two divisions of this set of islands are separated by the North Minch and the
Little Minch channels. The Outer are administered as the Western Isles, while the Inner
are divided into the Skye and Locha!sh, Lochaber, and Argyll and Bute districts. FTP,

n

give the collective name of this group of more than 500 islands immortalized in an
overture by Felix Mendelssohn also known as Fingal's Cave.
Ans: The Hebrides
1 4. In an antisymmetric wave function, the value of the wave function goes to zero
when the particles have the same space and spin functions. In atoms, this leads to the
stronger form which states that a system containing several electrons must be
described by an antisymmetric total eigenfunction. FTP, identify this law that in its
weaker form states that for multielectron atoms there can never be more than one
electron in the same quantum state.
Ans: Pauli exclusion principle
1 5. While a child, his father, a band leader, had him perform such exercises as singing
along with the song he was playing on the piano in a different key. An experimenter in
polyphony and multiple tempi, his Putnam's Camp, Redding, Connecticut is based on
a childhood experience where he heard two different marching bands converging.
FTP, identify this American composer who won a Pulitzer prize in 1945 for his
Symphony No.3, The Camp Meeting.
Ans: Charles Ives

(

B. "Engineer-Private Paul Klee Misplaces an Aircraft Between Milbertshofen and
Cambrai, March 1916;" "Robert Kennedy Saved from Drowning;" "Keirkegaard Unfair
to Schlegel;" "Brain Damage;" "Shower of Gold;" and "The Indian Uprising." FTP, these
are all short stories by what American author of the short story collections Come Back,
Dr. Caligari and Unspeakable Practices, Unnatural Acts and the novel The Dead
Father? .
Ans: Donald Barthelme
1 7. Many of its ultra-modern public buildings were designed by Oscar Niemeyer,
though the city's airplane-shaped design was laid out by native architect Lucio Costa.
The Constitution of 1891 called for moving the capital inland, but construction wasn't
begun until 1957. Extensive residential developments were built in the 1960's, which
was good since in 1960 the city officially replaced Rio de Janiero as the nation's
capital. FTP, name this capital of Brazil.
Ans: Brasilia
1 8. The members of Green Day will playa different band in a forthcoming episode,
though in different musical rules than they're used to. A past episode featured a plot
line in which Bobby destroyed Willie Nelson's guitar. The theme song is written and
performed by the Refreshments. All these musical references aren't that surprising,
considering the creator, Mike Judd's past work with MTV in his most famous show,
Beavis and Butt-Head. FTP, name his current animated show on the FOX network,
featuring the exploits of Hank Hill and his friends and family.
Ans: King of the Hill

U

1 9. It consists of a chain of alpha-1,4 linkages with alpha-1,6 linkages at the branch

n

points, which occur approximately every 10 residues. It is found in granules in the liver
and muscle cells of animals, much like starch granules in plants, and during short
periods of strenuous activity energy is released by converting it directly to lactic acid.
FTP, name this product of gluconeogenesis, a highly branched polymer of glucose.
Ans: glycogen
2 o. He's Steve Martin's favorite honkey. He was probably the son-in-law of
Akhenaton, whose religious views he opposed, returning from Aten to the old gods.
During the ninth year of his reign he marched into Syria to aid the Mitannian kingdom,
but died soon thereafter at the age of 18. FTP, identify this Egyptian king who could
have won a Grammy and was buried in his jammies.
Ans: King Tutankhamen (also accept Tutankhaten)
21. They first became important with Girolamo Cardano's Ars Magna, which carried
the first algebraic solution of the general cubic equation. This is because these
numbers, while ignorable as solutions to quadratics, led to methods which produced
real, undeniably positive roots to cubics. Wallis' unsuccessful attempt at representing
these numbers as vertices of a triangle in the real plane was eventually made
outdated by Gauss's representation of them as coordinate pairs. FTP, name this
algebraic field, made of up numbers with "imaginary" and real parts.
Ans: complex numbers

c

22. On May 25, 1935, while competing in a Western Conference track meet in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, he equaled or broke the world records the 100-yard dash, 220-yard
dash, 220-yard low hurdles, and running broad jump. At one point he held or shared
world records for all sprint distances recognized by the International Amateur Athletic
Federation. FTP, identify this track and field star who deflated Hitler's notions of Aryan
superiority by winning four gold medals at the 1936 Olympics.
Ans: Jesse Owens
23. In 1943 he commanded the Seventh Army in Sicily, capturing Palermo and
clearing the island of the enemy in 38 days. This accomplishment, however, was
overshadowed when he slapped a soldier suffering from shell shock. FTP, identify this
man who spearheaded the liberation of France as commander of the Third Army,
nicknamed "Old Blood and Guts."
Ans: George Patton
2 4. His birth name was Mirza Husayn Ali Nuri. He was one of the first disciples of
Sabism and, shortly before being exiled to Constantinople, declared himself to be the
Promised One of the Babists and wrote the Kitabi Ikan, the fundamental book of the
Baha'i faith. FTP, name this Persian religious leader.
Ans: 8aha Ullah (or 8aha Allah)
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2 5. The shelter is all out of pap, painkiller. and bicycle wheels. Out of the two windows
one can see ocean and iand, both corpsed, and in the audience one can see a
multitude of transports of joy. At the end Nell is dead, Nagg is weeping in his barrel,

and Hamm has been beaten over his head with his dog. FTP, identify this Samuel
Beckett play.
Ans: II Endgame!!
2 6. They advocated a loosely-organized mass party and held that a bourgeoisdemocratic stage was necessary before Russia couid reach sociaiism . Led by Georgi
Plekhanov, they took part in the Kerensky provisional government until the October
Revolution. FTP, name this br::mch of Russian socialism overthrown by the Bo!sheviks.
Ans: Mensheviks
2 7. An appropriate euonym for her would be iineurotic national speiiing champion. ;;
Srle was so nervous during the COii-,petition, she asked if she could wait offstage
yO/as
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Bonuses
1 . (20) The ancient Scandinavians had interesting ideas on how the worid was buiit.

Answer these questions on them for the stated number of pOints.
A. (5) This is the world tree that connected the various worlds.

Ans:

Y~Qdra$iI

B . (10) This is the

~!",ring

at the b8se Qf Yggdmsi.! for wpir!"t Odin sacrificed one of his

eyes to drink from.
Ans: Mimir
C. (i 0) This is the great emptiness out ot which the earth was tormed.
Ans: Ginnungagap

c

2. (30) identify the short story from ciues -FTP each.
A. ! ne Swede arriVes Hi Fort Romper after having read too many westerns, picks a
Tigrlt with Johnnie f or cheating at cards, and is -Killed 'eW a gamtJfer Wrlen rle tde~t6
force him to accept a drink
Ans: -··. The Blue Notel"
B . iVirs. Hale and -Mrs. Fteters uncover Ine reasons Tor TVirs. Vvngnrs hanging of lier
husband and heip cover up the dues in Susan Giaspeii's adaptation ot her one-act
play T rlfies.
Ans: ''''A Jury 0, tier ~eers7;
C. Giovanrfl GUascotffl rails -HlloVe vvlfiiBeatfice WMa -is 'Kept -prisoner by 'ner father 'in a
garden rui1 of poisonous Tlowers.
Ans: :-:HappaccinPs Daughter-"
S. (3D) Given a oeTinlliOn Or a term related 10 pakiling,idenflTYfrlem forme stated
fTurriuerui PUITITs.
A. (0) It IS a deplcfion ot the VirgIn Mary mourning over the body of fne crucified vnrlst.
Ans: Piela
is: (TtlJ i nestr are pcrintings (jone etiuYefY -in s'riaaes or- gray; lending t'nem a scwptural
reel.
Ans: grisaiHe Igrlz-ayel

C'. (i !:» A rrl~riily reaBsflc painflng, often or a cupboard or' part or a waTI wmi decor'afion$

sucn as pnorograpns', plaYing caras, or-oills-.
Ans ~ trompe- roeti LlfawTflfYltj'neej

4. (30) Idenury [ne G"lvH v\i'aroatt1es Trom dues FTP eac~n.
A. 'Tne Union ArmY'onne ~owmac, Under-iVicCieTIan, auempteaw reacnHicnffio-rtd
uerween rr-ie Y OrK anCi James river~ during [fie spring Ul: 10'0'2, ULJTWftS' preverneu-by
8tonewaiT JacKson.
Ans: Peninsular CampaIgn
B. t=ougnl"Septemoer IS and 21), l86S, near-Chattanooga, Confeaerate General
8raxton Bragg defeated Uni'on armies led by Generals WiHlam Hosencrans and
George H. Thomas, who received a nickname for his stand there.
Ans: Battle of Chickamauga (Thomas became known as the "Rock of
Chickamauaa")
.'
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C. Occurring almost immediately after the Battle of the Wilderness, during the five days
of inconclusive fighting, May 8-12, 1864, General Sherman failed to outflank General
Lee's troops.
Ans: Battle of Spotsylvania
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5. (30) Name these
mathematicians FTP each.
A. He once listed his four greatest wishes as: (1) to prove the Riemann Hypothesis, (2)
to make a brilliant play in a crucial cricket match, (3) to prove the nonexistence of God,
and (4) to murder Mussolini. He is famous for "discovering" the Indian mathematician
Srinivasa Ramanujan.
.
Ans: Godfrey Harold Hardy
B. This early mathematician was the daughter of the mathematician and philosopher
Theon. Head of the Platonist school at Alexandria, she eventually became the focal
point of riots due to her scientific work. In one account, she was murdered by Nitrian
monks sometime after 412 B. C. E. Some of her work includes commentaries on
Diophantus's Arithmetica, Apollonius' Conics, and Ptolemy's astronomical works.
Ans: Hypatia of Alexandria
C . After receiving a copy of Maxwell's Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, he
simplified Maxwell's 20 equations in 20 variables to two equations in two variables. He
developed his operational calculus to help solve the ordinary differential equations
resulting from the theory of electrical circuits, though his work was often attacked and
not validated until later work by Bromwich.
Ans: Oliver Heaviside
6. (10) Answer these questions about the Timothy McVeigh trial.
A. For five points each, identify the lawyers for the prosecution and defense.
Ans: Joseph Harzler (prosecution) and Stephen Jones (defense)
B. Jones had hoped to use evidence from Carol Howe, an 'informant for the FBI who
had been living in a white supremacist community whose members had discussed
bombing the Murrah Building. FTP, name this community.
Ans: Elohim City
C. Finally, FTP, identify the judge in the trial who ruled against allowing this evidence
to be used in court.
Ans: Judge Richard Matsch
7 . (30) Answer these questions about binary star systems FTP each.
A. In a close binary system, if one of the stars is a giant, the atoms in its expanding
outer layers may move far enough away from the giant that they reach the inner
Lagrangian point. Around this point, the gravitational potential is such that the mass
from the giant may flow on to the other star. FTP, name the "envelope" around the stars
in which this overflow process occurs.
Ans: Roche lobe
B. If one member of a binary system is a black hole, the matter overflow from a giant
has a special name. Give it for five points.
Ans: accretion disc
C . Observation of the radiation created by mass "falling" into a black hole is the only

known way in which a black hole can be directly observed. FTP, name the most
promising candidate for a black hole observed by these means, the smaller
component of the double system HDE 226868.
Ans: Cygnus X-1
8. (30) Answer these questions about the geography of southern Africa for the given
point values.
A. (5) This Afrikaans word refers to a number of types of open country, mostly
grasslands, in southern Africa. For five points, give this term.
Ans: veld [felt]
B. (10) Occupying almost all of Botswana, the eastern third of Namibia, and part of the
northcentral region of South Africa, it is a large, sand-covered plain covering
approximately 360,000 square miles (930,000 square kilometers).
Ans: The Kalahari
C. (15)This long, narrow strip of eastern Namibia is a leftover from German conquest
which believed that access to the Zambezi meant access to the Indian Ocean. For
fifteen pOints identify this area.
Ans: Capri vi Strip
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9 . (30) Answer these questions about the rise of Lutheranism FTP apiece.
A . This supporter of Luther worked out the Leipzig Interim with Julius Pflug, bishop of
Naumberg. Conciliatory, he held that compromise on nonessential matters of faith
were acceptable.
Ans: Philipp Melanchthon
B. This was the castle to which Frederick the Wise had Luther taken to for protection. It
was here that Luther translated the New Testament into German.
Ans: Wartburg
C. In 1531 eight Lutheran princes and eleven cities drew up an allegiance for religious
protection. In 1555 a compromise was reached with Charles V that granted legal rights
and certain religious rights to Lutheran princes. For five points each, identify the
alliance and the agreement which ended the conflict between Catholics and
Lutherans.
Ans: Schmalkaldic League and The Peace of Augsburg
1 O. Nintendo 64's may be selling like hotcakes, but the games offered can't hold a
candle to the timeless classics featured on the original 8-bit. See how well you wasted
your free time by tackling these questions on old Nintendo games FTPE.
A. Among the items in this golden game were the ruby ring, the magic flute, the
boomerang and the raft, which you collected as you explored the nine labyrinths.
Ans: The Legend of Zelda
B. As the descendent of Erdrick you come forth to aid King Lorik and the land of
Alefgard. The first step is your rescue of the princess in the cave south of Kor.
Ans: Dragon Warrior
C. You are Samus Aran. You must scour the underworld to defeat Mother Brain and
the powerful biological weapons she has stolen.
Ans: Metroid

1 1. (30) Answer these questions about meteorology for the stated number of points.
A . First, for five, this is the lowest major layer of the earth's atmosphere, and contains
most of the planet's clouds.
Ans: troposphere
B. Next, for ten, this type of cloud is formed when colder saturated air is forced upward
into the warmer ambient air at the same height.
Ans: stratiform clouds
C. This number, abbreviated Ri, is used as a parameter to describe the tendency of the
atmosphere to be turbulent. For fifteen points, name it.
Ans: Richardson number
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1 2. (30) Identify the novels by German authors FTP apiece.
A. Harry Haller is going through a mid-life crisis between his intellectual and spiritual
sides when he enters a magic theatre marked FOR MADMEN ONLY. Selfenlightenment ensues. This title was also later expropriated for a '70s psychadelic
band.
Ans: Steppen wolf
B. Joseph is a grain merchant in LObeck who at the novel is moving into a house on
Meng Street with his family. His four children falter in both their personal and
professional lives and eventually are forced to sell the house. This novel won its
author the Nobel Prize.
Ans: Buddenbrooks
C. Starusch, a teacher of "German and history," goes to a dentist who uses television
rather than painkillers. While under the influence of episodes of German history,
Starusch's imagination runs rampant displaying his violent and sexual fantasies.
Ans : Local Anaesthetic
1 3. (30) Answer the following questions about the recent election in Iran for a varying
number of points:
A. For five points, who is the outgoing president who is stepping down after his second
term, as required by law?
Ans: Hashemi Rafsanjani
B. FTP, who is the moderate cleric who won the presidency, to the chagrin of the hardline mullahs who have ruled since 1979?
Ans: Mohammad Khatami
C. For fifteen, name the conservative Parliament Speaker who was defeated by
Khatami.
Ans: Ali Akbar Nateg-Nouri
1 4. Given a plot
apiece.
A . The Man with
easy money job.
gang.
Ans: Things to

description identify the post-Ta'rantino gangster/crime flick FTP
the Plan brings Jimmy the Saint back into the mob to run one last
Unfortunately, it goes awry and it's Buckwheats for Jimmy and his

Do In Denver When You're Dead

B. When a customs agent interrogates small time hustler Verbal trying to find out what
happened out on a burning tanker, he stumbles upon the machinations of the
legendary gangster Keyser Soze [kay-zer so-zhey].
Ans: The Usual Suspects
C. Two vice cops, a washed-out hitman and chef, a suicidal movie director, a timeobsessed hitman, and others cross, recross, and doublecross each other around the
murder of an Olympic skier's boyfriend.
Ans: Two Days In the Valley
1 5. (30) Some of us devoted a great deal of time to following this year's Stanley Cup
playoffs on television. How much do you remember about them? Answer these
questions for a varying number of pOints.
A. For five points all or nothing: Name the two teams that met in the Stanley Cup
Finals.
Ans: Detroit or Red Wings and Philadelphia or Flyers
B. FTP, this goaltender was fined by the NHL for attacking a reporter who suggested
that an injury which prevented him from playing in the first round against the Ottawa
Senators was not as bad as he made it out to be.
Ans: Dominik Hasek
C. This Colorado Avalanche goaltender was yanked from the nets when he gave up 5
goals in the first two periods of Game 4 of the Western Conference finals after brashly
wondering aloud to reporters if the Red Wings were ready to "pay the price" after
taking a 2-games-to-1 lead in the series. For five pOints, identify him.
Ans: Patrick Roy [Wah or Rwah]
D. 10 points: The Stanley Cup Finals featured the match up of two players traded for
each other early in the season. One, a forward for the Red Wings, was traded by the
Hartford Whalers for the other, one of the game's greatest defensemen. He was later
traded by Hartford to Philadelphia. For five points each, name the two players.
Ans: Brendan Shanahan and Paul Coffey
1 6. (30) Answer the following questions about Information Theory for the stated
number of points.
A. For 5 points, Information Theory was largely developed by this man while he was a
research mathematician at Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Ans: Claude Shannon
B. FTP, measured in bits per second or bits per symbol, it is the average uncertainty as
to what symbol will be produced next.
Ans: entropy
C . For fifteen points, this is the electromagnetic noise emitted from hot bodies.
Ans: Johnson noise (prompt on thermal noiseL
1 7. (30)For the stated number of points answer these questions about perception.
A. This law was an early attempt by psychologists to quantify perception. It states that
the ratio of the just noticeable difference in a stimulus is equal to a constant. FTP,
name this law.
Ans: Weber's Law

C. 10 to the googol power, the largest named number -- and one which could never be
written out because there are not enough particles in the universe to carry all the
zeroes -- is called what?
ANSWER: a GOOGLEPLEX
5. His more than 30 year rule, which has been called a "kleptocracy," came to a
crashing halt in 1997. Answer the following relevant questions for the stated number
of points:
A . (5) Who is this ousted Zairean strongman?
ANSWER: MOBUTU Sese Seko (accept Joseph MOBUTU)
B . (10) Who is the leader of the victorious "Alliance of Democratic Forces for the
Uberation of the Congo" who ousted Mobutu?
ANSWER: Laurent KABILA
C. (15) Who was the first prime minister of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, who
Laurent Kabila supported as a young man, but who was forced from office in 1960 and
assassinated in 1961?
ANSWER: Patrice LUMUMBA

(~

6. Name the American writer from the title of his or her autobiography, for 10 pOints, or
from another work, for 5.
A. (10) Dust Tracks on a Road (1942)
(5) Mules and Men (1935)
ANSWER: Zora Neale HURSTON
B. (10) Always the Young Strangers (1953)
(5) Remembrance Rock (1948)
ANSWER: Carl SANDBURG
C. (10) My Several Worlds (1954)
(5) A House Divided (1935)
ANSWER: Pearl S. B U C K
7. Tell me a thing or two about the reign of Charlemagne, King of the Franks, for the
stated number of pOints.
A. (5) Charlemagne was the eldest son of what Frankish ruler? j
ANSWER: PEPIN THE SHORT (Or PEPIN III)
B. (10) For a few years after Pepin's death, the Frankish kingdom was divided
between Charlemagne and what other short-lived prince, Charlemagne's younger
brother?
ANSWER: CARLOMAN
C . (15) The so-called Carolingian renaissance was sparked by what Northumbrian
scholar who attached himself to Charlemagne's court at Aix-Ia-Chapelle and
transformed it into a center of culture before becoming Abbot at Tours?
ANSWER: ALCUIN of York
8 . Name the Olympic Event -- for 10 pOints apiece if you can do so from one pair of
past gold medalists in that event, or for 5 points if you need a second pair of
champions.

B. For five points, this is the area within the eye where the majority of cones are
located and is the area of greatest visual acuity.
Ans: fovea
C . For another five points, identify the effect, discovered by Max Wertheimer, where a
series of lights flashing in sequence appears as one light moving.
Ans: Q.hi phenomenon
D. These cards are used to try to test extrasensory perception. FTP, name them.
Ans: Zener cards

1 8. (30) Answer these questions about Dwight Eisenhower1s Cabinet for the stated
number of points.
A. Ike had two Cabinet members whose mouths got him in trouble. The first, his
Secretary of Treasury, told Congress that without budgetary restraint IIwelre gonna
have a depression which will curl your hair. II The other, his Secretary of Defense,
stated that IIwhat was good for our country was good for General Motors, and vice
versa. 1I FTP each, name them .
Ans: George Humphrey and Charles Wilson
B. In 1953 Eisenhower created the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and
appointed the first woman to hold a Cabinet position in a Republican administration to
the new department. FTP, identify her.
Ans: Oveta Culp Hobby
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1 9. (30) Name the computer programming language, given the name of its creator or
creators, for ten points each. Youlll receive five points if you need another clue.
A. 10: Bjarne Stroustrup
5: This language was so named because it was the lIincremental successorll to its
parent language, according to Stroustrup.
Ans: C++
B. 10: Larry Wall
5: This language was originally meant to be named after a woman, and in a way, it
still is - though irs lost a letter through its creator1s desire to make the name a fourletter word.
Ans:
C. 10: Guy Steele and Gerald Sussman
5: This language is based on the lambda calculus and has a shorter formal
definition than all other formally defined languages. Its profuse use of parentheses
may remind you of LISP.
Ans: Scheme

rum.

(j

2 o. May 27, 1997 was a day that saw many Supreme Court cases decided. For the
stated number of points, answer these questions about decisions made on that day.
A. (30) The court ruled that President Clinton is not protected from this suit, but that his
IIhigh respectll might accord him a delay. For five points, what is the name of this case?
Ans: Paula Corbin Jones v. William Jefferson Clinton
B. FTP, in Armstrong v. Executive Office of the President, the court ruled that this
organization1s high level documents did not need to be disclosed under the Freedom

